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Believe it or not, I miss writing articles. Back in the late 90's I wrote several firearms and firearms accessories reviews (they were never published). Before that I wrote several short stories and some poems (which was published). In 2001 I started writing technology articles for local newspapers (in the Ozarx area) and
then started this website and newsletter. With 2 jobs plus writing, something had to give, unfortunately, it was one that didn't pay, write. I decided to start writing on a variety of topics, not just technology, although I wanted to do more of this. With that said, today we hope to start a series of reviews of things. I've never
received samples of items and probably never will. Also, people I know who do don't get to save items, but for a few short days, so a true review is impossible. I plan to write about items that I bought and used, maybe even for a few months. In this article I want to discuss the Firefield Laser Hole site. It is a bullet-shaped
device that hits an empty rifle cell. When you turn on it projects a laser (just like a laser pointer) from the end of the barrel of the gun. By doing this, you can see where the gun is aiming and then customize your sites and/or scopes to that point. Normally you would site in most rifles either at 100 or 200 yards, so you would
like to know that distance, use a laser to get a red dot on a paper target at any of those distances and then customize the sites/spheres accordingly. This saves the cost of ammunition (which goes up with the day it seems) and time. The old-school path was for 25 yards, shoot 3 rounds of ammunition, then site in places,
and then move to 50 yards, repeat, now up to 100 and eventually 200 yards. If at some point you lose a kick (the place where the bullets hit the target paper), you will need to retreat to the previous yards and try again. This device should replace that. This allows not only to get on paper without shooting a shot, but also
allows you to quickly and closer aim at the alignment of the sight. I purchased 30-06 and 223 models (PN FF39001, UPC: 810119011510). With that said, these units suck! I tried to go to the website I bought them and enter a review but failed to figure out a way. They had a product valued at 5 stars, but after reading a
handful of 18 pages of reviews, no one took the product and actually used it. I believe I'm not perfect (don't tell my ex-wife or kids that though) so I had my friends try 223 units. I had a total of 6 other people with me and we tried to use this site bore. Yes, the site really fits into the camera, and yes the laser came on. The
product is made of metal. These are good qualities. The laser simply cannot be seen in daylight or even on the shadows during the day. It was about 7:30 p.m. when we started our test, and and June, this meant that there was a lot of sunlight, with shadows covering areas. We were at the Springfield Club Benchrest at
the shooting range. We had target stands available at 75, 100, 200 and 300 yards on the range we used. We couldn't see the laser when we pointed to the ground 25 feet from the barrel. Yes, there was sunlight, yes the day was clear, no, there is no excuse for that. The hand-held laser pointer and multi-stage laser
pointer weapon I bought in or circa 1997 were visible on the 100 yards backboard, it wasn't. We tried the 75 yards back board which was completely in the shade, so far we couldn't see the laser. We had an idea where the laser beam should be because the iron sights were set at 100 yards and correct for the rifle I used.
Включенные ручные состояния Диапазон для прицеливания: 15-100 ярдов, так что теория, что она не будет достаточно мощным, не должны применяться (руководство утверждает: Электронная почта другу уменьшить впустую боеприпасы и сохранить точность&lt;5mw”), besides= who= buys= a= laser=
sight,= in= 223= and= expects= to= use= it= for= less= distance?= as= i= noted= earlier,= i= would= think= 200= yards= would= be= a= good= distance= to= still= see= the= beam.= i= did= receive= an= email= from= the= company= i= purchased= this= from,= the= responded= about= the= way= to= review= products,=
apparently= you= can= only= review= items= if= they= send= you= an= email= link= right= after= you= buy= the= item,= and= not= everyone= receives= such= a= link.= this= explains= why= no-one= had= used= the= devices.= i= had= also= purchased= these= in= 2009= so= they= would= not= could= not= be=
warrantied.= yes I've not taken them out until now, just shy of three years later, my bad. since this is only a brand i'm, I have, I've been used, i can't make a general recommendation on the use of laser sites in a specific, i'm not a recommendation. We're going to meet again, we're going to have a free week!'s product's
family': 1020562581's 7,'is-singleoption': selector.filtergroups.issingoptileon ()'gt' accuracy on your fingertips with Firefield Laser Vision. The fastest gun zeroing and sighting system there, the laser bore vision easily attached to the rifle to start shooting within minutes. Once placed in a firearm chamber, the red laser point
appears exactly where the barrel is pointed, allowing the weapon sights to be adjusted to the theoretical point of impact. Live fire is only needed for fine tuning for bullet drops and wind compensation. Whether used for hunting or shooting at targets, Firefield wore sights enhancing every adrenaline-filled moment.
FeaturesPrissying And sturdy Brasact and lightweight E.I.E. Packaging and Travel NOTE: Prices, specifications and availability can vary without notice. We reserve the right to correct typographical, photographic and/or descriptive errors. I bought several Firefield wells for different calibers. It's good to work when they're
working. One for 30-06/.270 worked intermittently from day one. On and off on its own, no stays, etc. replaced batteries on fresh shelves without permission. I tried to register the device online, but the vision didn't work. I tried to return the unit to a unit at an address in Mansfield Texas provided on the attached brochure
and the package was returned to me stating that the address was inadequate. Address: Landmark outdoors, Warranty Repair, 201 Regency Parkway, Mansfield, Texas, 76063. Given the cost of Firefield equipment compared to other brands, you would think they have the right information about literature. You could buy
3 wells of sighters from other manufacturers for the price of one Firefield. Just the cost of delivery will be good for the new unit. Don't buy f you can't get a service from the manufacturer. Buy cheaper brands, and if it fails, quit it. If you buy a Firefield, you would like to be sure that the manufacturer will stand on their
product. Pros: Excellent and quick to get on paper. If you own a one-shot zero, it's a great help in achieving adjustment. Cons: Bad/lack of manufacturer support. Best to use for: Adjusting vision and entertaining cats. I would recommend: Yes 0 out of 0 found the following review helpful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes.
No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report Abuse Share I have a few of them, and I kinda prefer this type of bore look over the type you put at the end of the muzzle, not that they didn't work cause I used them for a few years before I started using chamber style, I just seem to like it
better because you don't have to worry about losing any of the little screws you need to put on different size adapters or adapters myself, I for that reason, as recommended: Yes 0 found the following tip. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report Abuse
Share works great, gets you on paper for the first time. You still have to shoot a couple of groups when you get on the range, but where it's gone shots are no longer. My only beef is you have to unscrew your back and take out the batteries to turn it off. I don't know about you guys, but finding a hearing aid-sized battery
isn't my strong suit. 99% sure that the next time I go to use it, it will require a trip to the store for batteries. Pros: Cons: Best to use for: annoying cats because it wouldn't disable Recommended: Yes 0 out of 0 found the following review useful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you said this review was not helpful. Want
to change your voice? abuse share I used Firefield Laser bore Sight once recently and I'm sure it helped a lot of getting me on paper until the final final B. I definitely recommend one of these to save time and ammo. I would recommend: Yes 0 out of 0 found the following review helpful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes.
No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? To report the abuse of share I used this to align my iron sights and my sight on the M16A2 I built... when I went to the range of iron and sphere attractions were Spot on!! This tool is much more efficient and easier to use than the bulky sights of the
bore you stick down the muzzle. Extremely pleased with this tool ... Pros: Accurate Easy to Use for a Few People Cons: Recommended: Yes 0 out of 0 found the following review useful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report Abuse Share I read good
and bad reviews about the in-camera bore sights, but I wanted to try one anyway. This one was mostly viewed positively and I can see why. It's the camera easy (don't close the bolt) and more importantly, it doesn't get stuck in the camera when you're done. I projected a laser point for 25 yards and set my crosshairs
dead on. When I got to the range, I was about 1.5 low and to the left of the bulls eyes, but good on paper. Just a quick adjustment at the training ground and I was shooting tough bands right where I wanted them. The only negative is that you have to remove the batteries to turn off the laser. Other than that, I'm very
pleased. Pros: conveniently saves $ on Ammunition Cons: Batteries should be removed Best to use for: Recommended: Yes 0 out of 0 found the following review useful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report Abuse Share Inexpensive Laser gave
birth to vision. It's good to have you start zeroing in your area. Not a very bright laser in daylight, but I knew it when buying it. Definitely saved me a few rounds of zeroing in my new field. Pros: Cons: Best to use for: Recommended: Yes 0 out of 0 found the following review useful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you
said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? The Report Abuse Share Price was very fair, but I really found it hard to see a red dot at 50 yards. You need the detection area and an extra person will help. I'm not sure if I'd bought this again if I knew what I know now. The batteries were easy to use. I would
recommend it: Yes 2 out of 3 found the following review helpful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report abuse We used this to have the sight of the M-14 and it did a great job. On paper and within 1 target of the first timeout. The price is reasonable as
I caught it for sale. The item is a fool proof, and anyone can use it. It's a great product. I would recommend it: Yes 2 out of 3 found the following review helpful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No you said that this review review It's not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report Abuse Share it works as indicated hard to
see over long distances, but all of them will help you on target. have some fun with him. I use one in each of the different calibers, I also called the manufacturer because I saw another one on his website and spoke with technical support and they were very useful, shot straight shot often practice practice, train train train
when SHTF. Pros: Cons: Recommended: Yes 2 out of 2 found the following review useful. Was it helpful to you? Yes, yes. No, you said this review was not helpful. Want to change your voice? Report Abuse Share
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